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Political Landscape | The project challenges the existing embassy typology by proposing a landscape with infinite political possibilities. 



Abstract

Crossing Boundaries proposes a new US Embassy in 
Beijing. Located at a vacant site in the Embassy Dis-
trict, the project expands the exclusive contents of an 
embassy into a broad collection of cultural, social and 
institutional programs. Each part of the project is cou-
pled with a specific type of material, and the physical 
materiality will be projected as the spatial mediator of 
the political sensibility.
The thesis ambition is bi-fold: firstly, it seeks to update 
the form of diplomacy by rethinking the physical orga-
nization of an institution; secondly, it attempts to ex-
plore a possibility of politicizing architectural language 
through materialistic techniques.

The combination of two propositions creates a unique 
task: a new embassy that reveals, surveys, conditions 
and ultimately challenges political organizations 
through the curation of materialistic orders, such as 
permeability, porosity, softness and optical effects. By 
adding materiality into the architecture of diplomacy, 
this new embassy offers an ensemble of materialistic 
fragments that destabilizes conventional programming 
and enables complex political nuances. By doing so, 
diplomacy is provided new means to a transnational, 
transactional and contingent future, breaking free of 
the old state of rituals and secrecies.
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From a Foucauldian perspective, the practice of institu-
tional architecture is the practice of power itself. Archi-
tectural boundaries such as fences, walls or envelopes, 
are the material agencies for divisions between insti-
tutional space inside and public continuum outside. 
Embodied in them are the political mechanisms that 
govern bodies in space. In short, boundaries create a 
political distinction, by physically defining space.
One of the neglected issues in the discipline today is 
the spatial presence of politics. The undercurrent or-
ganization and hierarchy are not sufficiently addressed 
in institutional architecture, and we can observe an 
incompetence of architecture sending new political 
messages for the contemporary.

The Architecture of 
Boundaries
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Layering of Boundaries | The “Doors” section in Venice Biennale, 2014. 



PRIVATE PUBLICPUBLIC

In “The Politics of Envelope”, Alejandro Zaera-Polo 
called for a politicization of architecture in the material-
istic domain. He landed his idea to a study of building 
envelope, and described it as the primary agency of 
determining the public & private relationship in archi-
tecture. Here, envelope is the only element between 
the institutionalized interior and the city.
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Envelopes | The four categories of envelopes, identified by Alejandro Zaera-Polo.

Envelopes as Boundaries
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Another boundary type is the layering of walls, which 
survived through ancient times to the contemporary.
In Beijing, for example, the programmed core is always 
placed behind walls, making a series of in-between 
spaces that belong to neither the private nor the pub-
lic. Here, the “grey area” in social and political organiza-
tion is literally translated into spatial ambiguity.
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Layers | The Forbidden City as a Chinese typology for boundary in architecture.

Walls as Boundaries



No other institutions create more absolute political 
distinction than an embassy, as it claims an enclave in 
a foreign territory by definition. Historically, embassies 
were villas of the ambassadors, with exclusive com-
pounds sited either in the hearts of capitals, or prom-
inent landscapes. Essentially, the form of diplomacy 
then was the meeting of VIPs behind closed doors. 

Diplomatic Enclaves
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Villa | The first US legation in Tangier, 1821 was the villa for the ambassador.



OLD US LEGATION
BEIJING

1903

US AMBASSADOR RESIDENCE
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1959
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US EMBASSY
BEIJING
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Gradually, the embassy typology has evolved to be an 
independent architectural language, as the programs 
accumulated and the form of diplomacy grown to be 
more complex. After the Cold War, embassies have also 
become the victims for the unstable political climate, 
resulted in the abundance of security measurements 
that have made embassies walled enclaves.
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Confrontation | The lack of spatial complexity and over-simplification of boundary often result in a lack of communication channels in the time of crisis.  



In the era of post 911, embassies suffer more and more 
from being targets of attack, as opposed to being the 
physical vessels of interactions and communications 
between cultures. Furthermore, the growing concerns 
for security fortify the embassies to a point that they 
basically become castles, with no regard to the context.
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Castle | The embassy today performs more like a heavily defended castle.



The lack of spatial nuance and the accumulation of 
boundaries lead to segregations between embassies 
and the fabrics. However, walls cannot address the 
many facets of diplomacy; they are simply incompetent 
as the agencies for politics. 
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Diplomatic Enclave

Enclave | Conventional model of embassies in host cities usually end up with walls.



So the ambition of this project is, can we create an 
architecture that serves today’s diplomacy better? Can 
we make a new embassy that responds to the ambi-
guity and complexity of contemporary social-political 
exchanges? Can we propose a new political order by 
imagining a new architectural order?
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Diplomatic Field

Field | A new possibility of breaking the walls of embassies.



Materialized Politics
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To pick up threads left by Zaera-Polo, the most import-
ant hypothesis of this thesis is that the physical charac-
teristics of materials have strong political implications, 
with the potential to articulate public-private relation-
ships. Even though materials tend to be more implicit 
than other architectural devices, their affects can create 
more penetrating yet nuancing tensions that are im-
mediate, diverse and open to interpretations. 
The specific strategy is to study and understand how 
materials shape the political tensions between bodies, 
and how materials can interpret programs in uncon-
ventional ways. Four categories are created for the sake 
of investigation.
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Crossing the Berlin Wall | Bodies in movement, materials in the forms of architectural elements and surveillances make an haunting image of political tension.



The third category is Resilient. Using plastics with their 
softness, elasticity and translucency, resilient materials 
can generate political tensions as they maintain spatial 
distinctions without imposing intimidating gestures. 
The elasticity of this category also allows open interpre-
tation through its engagement with the human body.

The first category is Permeable. The material used is 
wood. This type negotiates spatial relationship through 
density. By controlling their densities, timbers or trees 
can reduce the visual impacts of boundaries. Together 
they can create a permeable environment while gener-
ating inaccessible points, and accommodating various 
types of events with scale changes.
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Permeable

Resilient



The second category is Porous. The material applied 
is concrete. It deals with porosity and two of qualities: 
Firstly, the solid vs. the void, the solid stands for protec-
tion and privacy, while the void for openness and pub-
licity; secondly, porosity can generate visual connections 
through craving voids from a solid piece, potentially 
enabling surveillance between two parties.

The last category is Optical, with the use of glass. By 
playing with transparency, translucency or reflectivity, 
subtle political nuances can be created by stacking 
glass panels. By diffusing subjects and objects in vision, 
optical qualities of glasses can effectively erase spatial 
hierarchies.  
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Porous

Optical



In a grouping of trees, density becomes the variable for 
the intensity of political tension. Six potential scenarios 
can be speculated here, from complete solitude to 
group gathering, making the trees not merely a forest, 
but also a field capable of promoting and conditioning 
events of political natures. 

By wrapping plastics from one end to another, a spiral 
can be made, in which level of privacy increases in a 
continuous loop of programs. By controlling the sizes 
and softness of the loop, plastics can protect the most 
secretive program, while still maintaining a constant 
flow from the outside to the inside. 
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Trees

Plastic



Stacking glass panels can create a field of vision with 
infinite possibilities, and political scenarios can be 
designed through the curation of revealing, concealing 
and everything in-between. The psychological effects of 
glasses diffuse complex programs in the physical realm.

A pile of concrete blocks creates porosity, filling the 
solid in the void and vice versa. Possible scenarios can 
be generated through varying degrees of the solid & 
void couplings. In programmatic terms, the couplings 
can be translated to various juxtapositions of private 
and public spaces. 
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Concrete

Glass



The result of accumulating material affects, is the 
transformation of the program of the embassy typol-
ogy. Traditionally, embassy relies on the aggregation 
of boundaries and walls without much articulation. 
However, this type can no longer sustain the form of 
diplomacy tomorrow, which demands more diversity 
and openness. 
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Existing Type

Programs | Embassies today fortify themselves through layers of solid boundaries.



The technique used in this thesis leads the project to 
a new prototype of embassy architecture that diffuses 
the complexity and nuance of political relationship into 
a field of materials. Through the previous investigation, 
programs are grouped into four institutions that serve a 
variety of constituencies, while still being connected as 
a continuous whole.
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A New Order

Programs | Embassies tomorrow may liberate themselves via layers of materials.



Translating the thesis technique into the actual project, 
the embassy is developed through two major steps. 
Firstly, the traditional programs of existing embassies 
are coupled with new programs, providing participa-
tions of the public, while adding venues that support 
cultural, commercial and social transactions for every-
one on a daily basis.

A New Form of
Diplomacy

Secondly, these program groups are organized into 
four institutions, each with a unique material category 
described in the previous chapter. They will be artic-
ulated with volumetric and spatial variables, in order 
to create distinct spaces with completely different 
aesthetic and political characters. 
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Surveillance | Materiality reveals undercurrent political relationships in space.
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Political Scenarios | The project consists of 4 material types, each with their unique physical sensibility, and together they make a complex political landscape.



A Political Landscape
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Overall View | The embassy compound is an open field filled with small pavilions, with 3 major institutional buildings.



Each of the four institutions manifests a new political 
organization. The trees become the Diplomacy Park, 
and by being permeable and inviting, the park serves 
the city and acts as the connective tissue for the rest of 
the embassy; the Department of External Affairs utilizes 
porous concrete walls to knit private spaces within the 
public realm.

The Consulate Tower accommodates the daily opera-
tion of diplomacy, with glass panels dismantling hierar-
chy with optical effects; the soft plastic of the Ambas-
sador’s Office maintain the safety without threatening 
imposition towards the public.
Together, they perform as a whole, a single political 
landscape with infinite possibilities.  
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Overall View | The embassy compound is an open field filled with small pavilions, with 3 major institutional buildings.
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Site | The site locates at the corner of the 3rd Ring Rds, in-between several landmarks. 



The site is located in a region with a variety of enclave 
types. In the immediate context, there is the Russian 
Embassy, which is a typical diplomatic enclave in the 
nearby Embassy District; the City Transport Center is a 
large infrastructure with no regard to urban scale; as 
well as government compounds and private estates 
with walled perimeters. 

The siting posits an opportunity for the project; it pro-
vides a much-needed public space in the part of the 
Beijing where walled enclaves dominate the city. 
Moreover, by inserting an open and diffusive institu-
tion in one of the most politically charged region of 
the capital, the architecture itself becomes a powerful 
manifesto as a political message.
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Site Photo | The Embassy District of Beijing. Site Photo | Roads in the Embassy District are characterized by boundary walls. 

Site Photo | Canal separates the diplomatic and commercial areas of the district. Site Photo | Walls are installed by both countries.

Site Photo | Major road can be cut off to become merely a service road for an embassy. Site Photo | Double fences for diplomatic residential compounds.



Ground Floor Plan
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GF Plan | The plan replaces the traditional walled compound of embassies with layers of differentiated material sensibilities, generating a diplomatic complexity in space.
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3. Perp Room
4. Press Room
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7. Visa Application
8. Visa Interview
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10. Ambassador Office
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GF Plan | The plan replaces the traditional walled compound of embassies with layers of differentiated material sensibilities, generating a diplomatic complexity in space.



UG Parking Plan
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UG Plan | Separate access points are located in the parking, serving diplomats with different security clearances. 
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UG Plan | Separate access points are located in the parking, serving diplomats with different security clearances. 



Diplomacy Park
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The Diplomacy Park is essentially a forest of birch trees. 
By controlling the sizes of tree trunks and their relative 
locations, several degrees of density can be seen in 
the park. In general, trees become denser around the 
perimeters of the institutional buildings, and clearings 
are distributed around the park to enable the public to 
glimpse into the heart of diplomacy.

The park contains 6 types of pavilions, each with a 
unique program. Individually they serve as the “fron-
tiers” of diplomacy, introducing cultural and social 
exchanges through food, education, shopping and 
art. When grouped together, they create hotspots for 
communication and transaction among a variety of 
constituencies. 
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Food Stand Workshop

Retail Kiosk Art Gallery

Public Restroom Speech Podium
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Park View | The food stand promotes American cuisines. Park View | Glass workshops can host various cultural events and classes.

Park View | Retail kiosk sells American goods to the local population. Park View | Curved gallery provide venue for art fairs and exhibitions.

Park View | Public restroom is covered in vertical plantation. Park View | Elevated podium provides a platform for lookout and speech. 
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Park View | The cultural transaction is maximized by populating materials and pavilions. 
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Park View | The grouping of pavilions create a clearing in the forest as a hotspot for cultural events. 
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Park View | The grouping of pavilions create a clearing in the forest as a hotspot for cultural events. 
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Park View | Trees become denser towards institutional buildings. 

Park View | Pavilions can be used as buffering zones before institutional buildings.
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Park View | The grouping of pavilions create a clearing in the forest as a hotspot for cultural events. 

Park View | Pavilions can be used as buffering zones before institutional buildings.
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Overall View | The embassy compound is an open field filled with small pavilions, with 3 major institutional buildings.
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Department of 
External Affairs
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Outside

In-between



The Department of External Affairs has a series of 
boundaries with different levels of porosity. Each part of 
the building facade, from outside to inside, is capable 
of making visual connections between the public and 
the institution. On the outside there could be a protest, 
while a person can peek into the private interior with-
out being detected; the holes in the wall serve as 

surveillance devices that reverse the political domi-
nance between the public and the VIPs, putting the 
higher orders under the scrutiny of the citizens. 
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In-between

Inside
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Layers of Materiality | From outside in, materials become softer with more punctures, while color becomes lighter.
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1. Pre-cast Concrete Panel

2. Concrete Column and Steel beam

3. Glass Panel

4. Steel Bolt
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Wall Assembly | Precast concrete panels are anchored onto steel frames.



Four volumes house different aspects of the public 
engagement of diplomacy. Programs including a visa 
section, a ceremonial auditorium, a pressroom and a 
restaurant vary in terms of sizes of porosity and acces-
sibility. Two external inspection points provide pocket 
spaces that allow buffering zones for special events. 

In plan, the Department of External Affairs uses a 
Russian Doll structure. The outside walls are thick and 
protective, while the inside walls are light and friendly. 
Even though it shares similarity in its layering of walls 
with the traditional embassy, the porosity of the walls 
make the interior no longer precious and hidden, in 
which every part can be observed from the outside. 
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Detailed Ground Plan | The Department of External Affair consists of multi-purpose hall, press room, visa section and a restaurant.
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Exterior View | The external surface provides the interior a sense of security through rough materiality, while leaving peep holes for the public.
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Interior View | The interior has a bright and soft atmosphere, characterized by light and view generated by the exterior envelope.
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Visa Section | Material assembly of the visa section intensifies the spatial tension in the visa section, between the interviewer and interviewee.
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Visa Section | The interview counters used reflective glasses to survey the interviewees.

Visa Section | The interview counters used reflective glasses to survey the interviewees.
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Visa Office | The visa office utilizes reflective glass to bring in daylight and view of the outside. 
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Multi-purpose Hall | Holes on the wall reverse the relationship between the VIP and the outsiders, making the VIP subjects of surveillance. 
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Cross Section | Each layer of envelope uses a different type of porous material.
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Ambassador’s Office
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Outside



The Ambassador’s Office is a continuous loop of soft 
plastics. From the outside in, the office uses the loopy 
form to intensify the use of plastics towards the center, 
which houses rooms for the VIPs. On the outside, it is a 
robust yet monolithic volume, while the soft wrapping 
generates a friendly and huggable gesture towards the 
park.

Spatially, the wrapping of plastics also imposes the tex-
tures and colors directly onto human bodies, pushing 
people to physically engage the space with an intense 
use of materials.
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Inside
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Layers of Materiality | From outside in, soft material wrapping gets denser, make the space more tense.
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1. Translucent Glass

2. Steel Facade Structure

3. Clear Bullet-proof Glass

4. Steel Beam

5. ETFE Membrane

6. Steel Facade Structure

7. Steel Column and Beam

8. Clear Bullet-proof Glass

9. Soft Rubber Finish 

10. Steel Facade Frame 
with Kevlar Bullet-proof Infill
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Wall Assembly | Bullet-proof panel and steel frames are hidden behind soft and elastic surfaces.



Crescent corridors also allow the free use of plastics, 
as softness and elasticity are best expressed in curvy 
forms. The layering of walls creates pocket spaces with 
different sizes and shapes, imposing a subconscious 
perception of the political sensibility through architec-
tural means.

The steel structures with the soft wrappings create 
layers of crescent corridors, before the spaces reach the 
center courtyard of the ambassador’s room and the VIP 
meeting room. Crescent corridors create spatial experi-
ences that seemingly continue infinitely by eliminating 
the sight of the end, which psychologically remove the 
presence of hierarchy. 
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Detailed Ground Plan | The Ambassador Office consists of the ambassador room, VIP meeting room, secretary office and a courtyard garden.
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Exterior View | The monolithic volume imposes a friendly gesture in the park.
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Exterior View | The soft wall protects the VIP programs with a soft materiality.
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Courtyard View | The inspection station is located at the intersection of two wrapping walls.
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Interior View | The soft wall also transmits light into the interior, projecting shadows of the outside into the room. 
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VIP Meeting Room | The meeting room generates a warm atmosphere, surrounded by translucent glass walls.
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Ambassador Room | The ambassador room generates a warm atmosphere, surrounded by translucent glass walls.
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Cross Section | Each layer of envelope uses a different type of soft material.
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Consulate Tower
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Top Middle



Consulate Tower is a vertical stacking of glasses that 
maximizes the optical affects. Housing the everyday 
operation of an embassy, the tower dedicates its seven 
floors to programs including normal offices, meeting 
rooms, workshops, military & intelligence chambers 
and leadership offices. From the bottom to the top, 
glasses vary in terms of reflectivity, transparency or 

opacity to fictionalize Spaces. 
In the tower, the field of vision can represent the reality, 
or the projection of an optical illusion. Through playful 
articulation of vision and perception, glasses can blur 
the reception of spatial experience.
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Middle Bottom
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Layers of Materiality | From the bottom to the top, materials transform from reflectivity to transparency, adjusting the visibility according to programmatic change.
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1. Glass Curtain Panel

2. Concrete Column

3. Curtain Wall Mullion

4. Curtain Wall Transom

5. Concrete Floor Slab
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Wall Assembly | Glass panels vary in terms of translucency and reflectivity throughout each floor. 



The tower also dismantles hierarchy with glasses. The 
lobby on the ground floor is flushed with reflective 
panels, absorbing the public activities into the private 
lobby through mirrors. The middle floors from the first 
level use a mixture of transparent, translucent and 
opaque glasses to meet the needs of a variety of pro-
grams. With varying placement of these panels, rooms 

with different security clearances can be mixed with-
out compromising the safety. On the top, the glasses 
become clear again, making the leadership an object 
of display towards the surrounding city, while marking 
a representational transparency for the embassy. 
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6F Military Office & Marine Residence 7F Leadership Office

4F Meeting Rooms 5F Intelligence Office

GF Lobby, Cafe & Amenity 1-3F Consulate Office

Floor Plans | Diplomatic program on each floor uses optical qualities to dismantle political hierarchies.
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Exterior View | The tower becomes a beacon at night, presenting full transparency to the host city. 
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Lobby View | The lobby of the tower introduces the outside view into the interior. 
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Lobby View | Reflective panels of the lobby replicates the exterior view into the lobby.
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Lobby View | Reflective panels of the lobby replicates the exterior view into the lobby.
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Office View | Playful placement of glass walls can either reveal secretive events or conceal normative activities.
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Corridor View | Each room has a different visibility according to program.
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Office View | Playful placement of glass walls can either reveal secretive events or conceal normative activities.
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Cross Section | Each floor uses a different type of optical material.
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Birds Eye View | This new typology exists in the context not as a castle, but as a park, which suggusts an alternative form of diplomacy than secretive encounters between merely VIPs. 
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Birds Eye View | This new typology exists in the context not as a castle, but as a park, which suggusts an alternative form of diplomacy than secretive encounters between merely VIPs. 



Final Defence
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Final Defence | The final defence on Jan 15, 2016.
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Final Defence | The final defence on Jan 15, 2016.
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Final Defence | The final defence on Jan 15, 2016.
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Final Defence | The final defence on Jan 15, 2016.
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Final Defence | The final defence on Jan 15, 2016.
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Process Models
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Process Models | Selection of process models.
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Process Models | Process models and material samples at the final presentation.
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Visual References Representation plays a significant role in the produc-
ing and presenting of this project. Experimentation of 
techniques of visualizing relationships between bodies, 
materials and spaces is crucial. The following images or 
creative works make an incomplete archive of the visu-
al references studied in the development of this thesis. 
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Self Portrait
David Hockney

The Situation Room in Dr. Strange Love
Stanley Kubrick

Model for UN Playground
Isamu Noguchi

Photomontage
David Hockney

Imponderabilia
Marina Abramovic and Ulay

Exodus, or the Voluntary Prisoners of 
Architecture

Rem Koolhaas

The Tilted Arc
Richard Serra

Circus
Alexander Calder

Photograph Fall of the Berlin Wall
in Brian Rose’s book: The Lost Boarder

Infinite Small Landscapes
Claire Harvey

Drawing for the Victims Berlin Project
John Hejduk

Drawing for Tree Mountains
Agnes Denes
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Photograph from Italy: the New Domes-
tic Landscape exhibition at MoMA

Archizoom

Photograph of the Barcelona Pavilion
Robin Evans

W-120301 at Baltimore Museum of Art
Sarah Oppenheimer

Standing Wall
Larry Bell

Untitled
Robert Rauschenberg

“Gray Room” Environment, photograph 
from Italy: the New Domestic Landscape 

exhibition at MoMA
Archizoom

Concetto Spaziale
Lucio Fontana

Working Models
Herzog & deMeuron

The Iceberg Project
Olafur Eliasson

This Is Tomorrow Exhibition
Nigel Henderson

Diagram of the Panopticon
Jeremy Bentham

Portrait multiple de Marcel Duchamp
Unknown Artist

Photogram
Laszlo Moholy-Nagy

Photograph from the Brief Encounters 
Series

Gregory Crewdson

Office Scenes in Playtime
Jacques Tati
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